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Y MEDIA COVID & VACCINE REPORT
COVID-19 Vaccine Bookings to Open For All Children
Aged Five to 11 Across Ontario.
Starting Nov. 30, fully vaccinated Canadians taking
short trips abroad will no longer need proof of a
negative COVID-19 test to return home.
Minister of Transport Omar Alghabra announces
beginning Nov. 30, a negative COVID-19 test won't be
accepted as an alternative to proof of vaccination to
board on trains and planes within Canada.
Starting Nov. 30, Canada to allow entry of travellers
fully vaccinated with Sinopharm, Sinovac, Covaxin.
More than 89% Ontarians 12+ inoculated with first
dose of Covid-19 vaccine, 86.1% fully vaccinated.

PM TRUDEAU, US & MEXICO PRESIDENTS
TACKLE IMMIGRATION, SUPPLY CHAIN AT

NORTH AMERICA LEADERS' SUMMIT

FEDERAL NDP LEADER JAGMEET SINGH & ONTARIO NDP LEADER ANDREA HOWARTH GIVING EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW TO CHANNEL Y
(Y MEDIA) DURING GURUPURAB CELEBRATION AT ONTARIO KHALSA DARBAR DIXIE RD GURDWARA SAHIB. I COVERAGE ON PAGE 4

I WILL FIGHT ELECTION FROM MOGA,
DOESN'T MATTER WHETHER IT'S AGAINST

SONU SOOD OR MALVIKA SOOD: MLA
HARJOT KAMAL (CONGRESS)

SONU SOOD SHOULD NOT JOIN POLITICS, CM
FACE TO BE ANNOUNCED SOON: FORMER IG

KUNWAR VIJAY PRATAP SINGH (AAP)

BALAKOT AIRSTRIKE HERO ABHINANDAN VARTHAMAN AWARDED VIR CHAKRA.

Y MEDIA EXCLUSIVE

I DETAILS ON PAGE 3

REPEAL OF FARM LAWS - A BOLD MOVE
NEW DELHI, (IANS) Prime Minister
Narendra Modi, in his inimitable style,
surprised the Indian people on the day of
Gurpurab, the 19th of November, by
announcing that the farm laws,
against which cer tain
sections have been agitating,
would be repealed.

WILL IMRAN KHAN GOVERNMENT SURVIVE?
The joint session of Pakistan Parliament was an opportunity for Prime Minister
Imran Khan to prove his majority in Parliament, which he did. With the support of
221 votes of his party members and that of the allies, the government cruised
through the session amid the Opposition's protest, Express Tribune reported. Despite
the opposition lawmakers' speeches, urging the National Assembly Speaker Asad
Qaiser to adjourn the session so that both the
sides could sit together and deliberate upon the
agenda items; their hue and cry; sloganeering;
surrounding of Speaker's desk; tearing of the
papers and heated arguments with him,
the government moved ahead with the
legislative business and passed 33 bills,
the repor t said.

THERE IS NO ESCAPE LIKE HOME: FORD
CELEBRATES DIWALI

POOJA LUTHRA
The novel coronavirus has drastically changed everything and
challenged how we used to celebrate festivals and special occasions. Even
though the world is connected via technology, the spirit of authentic festivities lies
in rejoicing them together in person.

The Prime Minister, Justin Trudeau,
today concluded a productive two-day
visit to Washington, D.C., where he
reinforced the importance of strengthening the
relationships with his Nor th American
counterparts, and advocated for Canadian
priorities that will create middle class jobs
and economic growth for everyone.

I CONTD. ON PAGE 8

I CONTD. ON PAGE 6

I CONTD. ON PAGE 10

I CONTD. ON PAGE 8

In an exclusive interview with Y Media's Group Editor and CEO, Yudhvir
Jaswal, Congress' Moga MLA Harjot Kamal said he would contest
Moga's election against Sonu Sood or his sister Malvika Sood. He
said Sonu Sood does not have a clear stand as he could be seen
meeting Delhi CM and Aam Aadmi Party supremo, Arvind Kejriwal,
and Shiromani Akali Dal President, Sukhbir Singh Badal.
MLA Harjot Kamal also said his contribution to Congress is immense.
As a part of the democratic process, he said people have the right to
decide who deserves to win. He thanked his suppor ters for his victory
in the previous election and appealed for their suppor t in the upcoming

Assembly elections.
He was also glad that the Modi-led BJP government
has repealed the three
farm laws and said
Congress would always

work towards the welfare
of farmers.

Aam Aadmi Party senior member and Former Inspector General of
Punjab Police, Kunwar Vijay Pratap Singh, in an exclusive interview
with Y Media's Group Editor and CEO, Yudhvir Jaswal, said he does
not want Sonu Sood to join politics. He stated that Sood is better at
social services and should not enter politics. Former IG believed
Sonu Sood meeting different par ties' political leaders could confuse
the voters and is not a good practice to study ideologies. "AAP is not
curious about Sonu Sood joining their party," Former IG told Y Media.
When asked once elected what AAP would do in Punjab, he said the
par ty would resolve Punjab crises like gun violence or drugs, unlike
Navjot Singh Sidhu or CM Charanjit Singh Channi. He fur ther said
AAP would ensure justice is served and not delayed or denied about
SIT repor t. Former IG claims he is the change the Aam Aadmi Party

needs in Punjab's Majha ahead of next
year's Assembly election. He told Y
Media AAP would win all 25 seats
in the Majha area. He even
informed that AAP's CM

face would be
announced

soon.

POOJA LUTHRA

POOJA LUTHRA

WILL PM MODI'S DECISION IMPACT THE
2022 ASSEMBLY ELECTIONS?

NEW DELHI, (IANS) As many as 55 per cent respondents say the
repeal of the three farm laws will have an impact on the Assembly
elections that are due in early 2022, as per the IANS-CVoter poll.
The IANS-CVoter poll makes it clear that the farm laws and the politics
around it will play a key role in the forthcoming elections.

I CONTD. ON PAGE 5
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ONTARIO SENATOR FOREST-NIESING, 56, DIES AFTER BATTLE WITH
COVID-19. SHE WAS FULLY VACCINATED AGAINST COVID-19 BUT WAS
CONSIDERED ESPECIALLY VULNERABLE DUE TO AN AUTOIMMUNE
CONDITION THAT HAD AFFECTED HER LUNGS FOR THE LAST 15 YEARS.

PAKISTAN MINISTER FAWAD CHAUDHRY SAYS
MAJOR REASON BEHIND EXTREMISM IS

SCHOOLS & COLLEGES, NOT MADRASSAS

NEW DELHI, (IANS) Pakistan Minister for Information and Broadcasting
Fawad Chaudhry said that schools and colleges that are the major reason
behind extremism and not madrassas, as is the popular belief, Geo News
repor ted. "In the 90s, teachers were appointed to preach extremism," the
Information Minister said. Chaudhry said the state and government are
"not fully prepared" to deal with extremism, adding that they had to "take
a step back" while dealing with the Tehreek-e-Labbaik Pakistan (TLP),
the report added. The Minister said the country faces "no danger from
America or Europe", but "the biggest danger is from within". Chaudhry
lamented that the menace of extremism is one that could isolate and
destroy a country, and unfor tunately, Pakistan "was pushed" towards it
for political and foreign policy reasons, the Geo News report said. He
noted that in case of a civil war, the state's control would continue to
diminish and "groups" will take over. Chaudhry said that to root out ex-
tremism, the narrative surrounding it would have to be changed. He said
having an extremist point of view was not an issue, as people can have
differing views - and no one could stop a person from thinking in such a
manner. "But, such a person cannot be allowed to attack the government
with Kalashnikovs, having a different point of view and imposing it on
others are two different things."

“After 19 months of facing a once-in-a-century pandemic, Canadians chose to move
forward this September. They gave Parliamentarians a clear direction to work
together to put the COVID-19 crisis behind us and find the real solutions needed to
build a better future for all Canadians. The Government of Canada has listened to
Canadians, and we are ready to finish the fight against COVID-19, take strong
climate action, make life more affordable, walk the shared path of reconciliation, put
home ownership back in reach, create jobs, and grow the middle class.
“Building a better future starts with getting the pandemic under control and finishing
the job on vaccines. Together, we’ve made progress. More than 86 per cent of
eligible Canadians are fully vaccinated, and we have mandated that all federal and
federally regulated workers, and everyone travelling within Canada by plane, train,
or cruise ship be vaccinated. Just last week, Health Canada approved vaccines for
children between the ages of five and 11, and the government is securing next
generation COVID-19 vaccines and booster shots. If we continue to encourage all
eligible Canadians to get their COVID-19 vaccines, we can build a healthier tomorrow
and a stronger health care system. The government will better support all Canadians
by taking action to clear the backlog of delayed procedures caused by COVID-19,
strengthening long-term care, and improving access to mental health and addiction
treatment. We will keep Canadians safe and healthy now and into the future.
“As we put the pandemic behind us, we need to rebuild an economy that truly works
for everyone. To do that, the government will continue to put Canadians first and
invest in their future. That means tackling the rising cost of living and taking action on
housing affordability and child care. We’re going to help put home ownership back
in reach for Canadians with a more flexible First-Time Home Buyer Incentive, a new
rent-to-own program, and by reducing closing costs for first-time buyers. Supporting
families will make life more affordable for the middle class and people working hard
to join it. That’s why over the last few months, we’ve signed nine child care agreements
with provinces and territories that will cut fees in half in the next year for most
jurisdictions, build hundreds of thousands of new child care spaces across the
country, and create an early learning and child care system that will cost, on
average, $10-a-day for hard-working parents. The Government of Canada will get
the job done on $10-a-day child care, and continue to make life better and more
affordable for all Canadians.
“To create a more resilient economy, create jobs, and grow the middle class,
Canada must take strong and bold climate action. That’s why we’re moving forward
to cap and cut oil and gas sector emissions, investing in public transit, and mandating
the sale of zero-emissions vehicles. We have the raw materials and skilled work
force to produce the clean products that the world will need to cut pollution and
create a green economy. The Government of Canada will continue to invest in our
workers and industry to help bring us into the economy of the future, while also
taking action to clean the air that we breathe and protect Canadians from extreme
weather events. Together, we need to go further and move faster on climate action,

not just to protect our environment, but to grow our economy in a way that leaves
no worker behind.
“All Canadians deserve to feel safe in their communities, but gun violence is on the
rise in Canada’s biggest cities. While we’ve already taken strong action on gun
control, there’s still more to do. That’s why we will build on our progress and
implement a mandatory buyback of assault-style weapons and work with the
provinces and territories that want to ban handguns.
“The government will also continue to ensure that everyone is safe and has a shot
at getting ahead regardless of their gender, who they love, where they come from,
what language they speak, who they pray to, or the colour of their skin. We will
continue to fight systemic racism, sexism, and discrimination in our communities,
and promote the empowerment of Black and racialized Canadians, and Indigenous
peoples. We will also stand-up for LGBTQ2 communities while completing the
ban on conversion therapy, and we will protect and support our two official
languages, both inside and outside of Quebec.
“But creating a more inclusive and equitable Canada can’t happen unless we
move faster on our shared path of reconciliation. Canadians were horrified by the
discovery of unmarked graves and burial sites located near former residential
schools. As a country, and as a government, we must continue to tell the truths of
these tragedies so we can right past wrongs and move forward in the spirit of
reconciliation, for everyone. The Government of Canada will continue to support
Indigenous peoples in these communities by investing in a distinction-based
mental health and wellness strategy, and we will respond to the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission of Canada’s Calls to Action and appoint a special
interlocutor to further advance justice on the legacy of residential schools. The
government will also accelerate work with Indigenous partners to address the
national tragedy of Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women, Girls, and
2SLGBTQQIA+ people, and we will ensure fair and equitable compensation for
those harmed by the First Nations Child and Family Services program. Together,
we will close the gaps that far too many First Nations, Inuit, and Métis communities
still face today and build a better and more equitable future.
“Finally, the government recognizes that we live in a deeply connected world. The
pandemic has shown us the importance of working with our global partners to
tackle the challenges of today and tomorrow. From fighting the climate crisis to
securing supply chains that create good middle class jobs, and standing up to
reinforce international peace and security, Canada will continue to be a leader on
the world stage.
“As we build back from the challenges of the COVID-19 pandemic, Canadians
expect Parliamentarians to work together and deliver on their priorities. The
Government of Canada is committed to continuing to put Canadians first as we
build a cleaner and healthier future. Together, we move Canada forward – for
everyone.”

THRONE SPEECH: LIBERALS VOW TO ‘DELIVER RESULTS’, PROMISE
TO END PANDEMIC, FIGHT CLIMATE CHANGE & REBUILD ECONOMY

S P E C I A L  R E P O R T

FARM LAWS REPEAL: MAJOR SUPPORT
FOR MSP ACROSS THE BOARD
NEW DELHI, (IANS) For an urbane news consumer, the acronym MSP
has suddenly become a common word, at least since November 19
when hours after the announcement by the Prime Minister to repeal
the three contentious farm laws, the agitating farmers said that they
will not stop till minimum suppor t price (MSP) gets legal backing.
MSP is the price that the government declares in advance and pays at
the time of procurement of crops from the farmers at the Agricultural
Produce Market Committees (APMCs), popular as Mandis. The con-
cept is derived from the fact that the farmers should not suffer losses
owing to lesser rates in the open market.
The demand by the agitating farmers is that the government should
give a legal status to MSP - the three farm laws did not mention this
- wherein even if it is a private trader purchasing from the farmer, the
produce gets rates on par with MSP or above. Paying the farmer
below the MSP would attract legal punishment.
The farmers under the aegis of Samyukt Kisan Morcha (SKM) have
been agitating for the repeal of the three laws - passed by the Parlia-
ment last year - and also demanding legalisation of MSP for all crops.
Currently, the government provides MSP majorly to rice and wheat
even though there are 21 other crops in the list.
An CVoter-IANS snap poll across India was conducted to find out what
ordinary Indians think about the demand by farm leaders that the
Parliament must pass a new law providing legal guarantee to MSP.

DELHI CM KEJRIWAL PROMISES RS
1,000 PER MONTH FOR WOMEN
CHANDIGARH, (IANS) Delhi Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal on Monday
promised to transfer Rs 1,000 per month into the accounts of all women
in Punjab, if Aam Aadmi Par ty (AAP) is voted to power in the 2022
Assembly polls. In addition, the elderly women will get a hike of Rs 1,000
in the monthly old-age pension.
Terming his Punjab counterpar t Charanjit Channi, a "fake" Kejriwal, the
Delhi Chief Minister said this was the world's biggest women
empowerment programme. "All women above 18 would get this benefit,
which would go a long way in the economic uplift of women in society,"
Kejriwal, who is on a two-day visit to the state, announced at a public
meeting in Moga town. If a family has three female members, then each
will get Rs 1,000 every month, he stated. About generating resources for
this poll promise, the AAP national convener said money is not an issue
for any government. "The AAP government, if elected to power in Punjab,
would manage funds by snubbing all mafias, he said. Punjab has a bright
future, Kejriwal said, provided that the state government has good
intentions and the right approach to development. This time the women
will decide the course of the 2022 Assembly election in Punjab. Without
naming Channi, who is trying to replicate the policies and programmes of
AAP, he said, "Beware of a nakli' Kejriwal. Don't go by his words. I keep all
my promises made to the people."

President Ram Nath Kovind on Monday conferred the Gallantry awards,
including two Kir ti Chakras, one Vir Chakra and 10 Shaurya Chakras,
for the year 2020.
Kovind, who is the Supreme Commander of the Armed Forces,
conferred awards to the personnel for displaying conspicuous gallantry,
indomitable courage and extreme devotion to duty.
The awards were conferred during Defence Investiture Ceremony held
in Phase I in the morning and Phase II in the evening at the Rashtrapati
Bhawan here, a communique from the Rashtrapati Bhavan said.
Of the two, one Kir ti Chakra, and of the 10, two Shaurya Chakras were
awarded posthumously. Apart from the Kir ti Chakras, Vir Chakra and
the Shaurya Chakras, the President also awarded 13 Param Vishisht
Seva Medals, two Uttam Yudh Seva Medals and 24 Ati Vishisht Seva
Medals, it said.

PRESIDENT RAM NATH KOVIND CONFERRED THE 2020 GALLANTRY AWARDS

AMIT KUMAR, DY. INSPECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE, J&K POLICE. AIR VICE MARSHAL SUKUMARAN RAMAKRISHNAN, VSM (RETIRED).
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Y MEDIA POLITICAL SENSEX: C-VOTER SURVEY- FARM LAWS REPEAL

WILL PM MODI'S DECISION IMPACT
THE 2022 ASSEMBLY ELECTIONS?

CONTD. FROM PAGE 1
A clear majority of 55.1 per cent of the respondents were convinced
there will be an impact on the elections, while just 30.8 per cent feel
there will be no impact.
Once again, there seemed to be a convergence in the views of NDA
and opposition supporters. About 53 per cent of NDA voters felt there
will be an impact on the polls, while more than 56 per cent of opposi-
tion voters felt the same. But the convergence ends here and
polarisation is clearly revealed in responses to other questions asked
in the IANS-CVoter Poll.
When asked if Modi, like he did with the Land Acquisition Bill in 2015,

succumbs to pressure when he is accused of being pro-business, 36.3
per cent of NDA supporters disagreed while 43 per cent said a
thumping yes. When asked about who gets credit for the repeal, 47 per
cent NDA voters suggested the Modi government while 36 per cent of
opposition supporters disagreed. Everything is political in India. The
controversial passage of farm laws in the Parliament and the subse-
quent repeal now is even more so. When asked about the motive
behind the protests against the three farm laws that have been going on
for about a year, more than 56 per cent respondents said that the
protests were politically motivated. Interestingly, close to 48 per cent
of opposition voters thought the same.

MAJORITY SAY PROTESTS ON FARM LAWS
WERE POLITICALLY MOTIVATED

NEW DELHI, (IANS) Everything is political in India. The controversial
passage of farm laws in Parliament and the subsequent repeal now is
even more so. When asked about the motive behind the protests against
the three farm laws that have been going on for about a year during a
nationwide snap poll conducted by IANS-CVoter in the immediate
aftermath of the repeal, more than 56 per cent respondents said that
the protests were politically motivated. Interestingly, close to 48 per
cent of opposition voters thought the same.
More telling was the response to a question if the repeal of the three
farm laws will have an impact on the Assembly elections that are due
in early 2022. A clear majority of 55.1 per cent of the respondents
were convinced there will be an impact on the polls, while just 30.8
per cent feel there will be no impact.
Once again, there seemed to be a convergence in the views of NDA

and opposition suppor ters. About 53 per cent of NDA voters felt there
will be an impact on the elections, while more than 56 per cent of
opposition voters felt the same. But the convergence ends here and
polarisation is clearly revealed in responses to other questions asked
in the IANS-CVoter Poll.
When asked if Modi, like he did with the Land Acquisition Bill in 2015,
succumbs to pressure when he is accused of being pro-business,
36.3 per cent of NDA suppor ters disagreed, while 43 per cent said a
thumping yes.
When asked about who gets credit for the repeal, 47 per cent NDA
voters suggested the Modi government while 36 per cent of opposition
suppor ters disagreed.
The IANS-CVoter poll makes it clear that the farm laws and the politics
around it will play a key role in the forthcoming elections.

50% SAY FARM LAWS WERE BENEFICIAL
FOR FARMERS

NEW DELHI, (IANS) According to pundits, one reason why Prime
Minister Narendra Modi was compelled to repeal the three farm laws
on November 19 was because they were widely unpopular.
Apar t from the usual conspiracy theories about Ambani-Adani grab-
bing the land of farmers, there were genuine worries about how farm-
ers would fare when they deal in open markets.
The year-long blockade of roads leading to and out of Delhi were also
cited as reasons for the widespread unpopularity of the farm laws.
Facts and data generated by an IANS-CVoter snap poll across India
suggest otherwise. A clear majority of more than 50 per cent of the
respondents were of the opinion that the farm laws were beneficial for
the farmers. In contrast, just about 30 per cent feel they are not ben-
eficial. The Prime Minister himself had stressed while repealing the
farm laws on November 19 that his government wanted the small
farmers to get the maximum benefits.
There is fur ther evidence of suppor t for the farm laws. About 48 per
cent of the respondents thought that the government must re-intro-
duce the farm laws in the Parliament after consultations with all stake-
holders and the necessary amendments.
One doesn't know if the farm laws will be introduced again given the
political climate, but the fact is that there is suppor t for such a move.
In any case, a whopping 56.7 per cent of the respondents were of the
opinion that more than the actual details and fine print of the three
farm laws, it was purely political motives that drove the protests.

MORE THAN HALF SAY MODI TOOK RIGHT
DECISION BY REPEALING FARM LAWS

NEW DELHI, (IANS) Contrary to what pundits opined in the immediate
aftermath, Prime Minister Narendra Modis image and political capi-
tal does not seem to have been dented after he announced the repeal
of all three farm laws on November 19. This was revealed by a an
IANS-CVoter snap opinion poll conducted across India hours after his
announcement of the repeal.
More than 52 per cent of the respondents said the Prime Minister had
taken the right decision. This is to be expected since some analysts
claim that the farm laws were bad to begin with and their repeal
would surely be welcome.
Actually, more than 50 per cent of the respondents asser ted that the
farm laws were beneficial for the farmers, while a considerably lower
30.6 per cent claimed they were not.
The Modi regime can take comfor t from another revelation in the poll.
While 40.7 per cent of the respondents gave credit to the government
for the repeal of the farm laws, just about 22.4 per cent gave credit to
the opposition par ties, while a healthy 37 per cent gave credit to the
protesters. Perhaps the most important metric to emerge out of this
poll is what ordinary Indians think about Modi's approach to farmers.
A clear majority of 58.6 per cent of the respondents said that Modi
was actually pro-farmer, while a comparatively meagre 29 per cent
though he was anti-farmer. Even more interesting, more than 50 per
cent of opposition voters think Modi is pro-farmer. Lastly, when re-
spondents were asked about the real motives behind the lengthy and
contentious agitation that led to the repeal of the farm laws, a big
majority of 56.7 per cent were convinced the agitation was politically
motivated with a plan to weaken the Modi-led NDA government. Just
35 per cent of the respondents had a contrary opinion.

FARMERS STIR A WATERSHED MOVEMENT: PUNJAB CM
LUDHIANA, (IANS) Punjab Chief Minister Charanjit Singh Channi on Monday said the farmers' agitation against three farm laws will be
always remembered as a 'watershed movement' to protect the democratic and human rights in the country.
The Chief Minister along with Punjab Congress chief Navjot Singh Sidhu handed over letters of appointment to five next of kin of farmers
who died during the agitation. Channi said this movement has upheld the ethos of democratic values and human rights in the country.
He said this agitation will ever inspire the countrymen to fight for their democratic and human rights while relentlessly waging a peaceful
battle. The Punjab government is always with the food growers of the country, he said.
The Chief Minister reiterated that instead of sitting idle, all Punjabis and, especially, the farmers have to remain vigilant until the
draconian farm laws are repealed.
He said fresh conspiracies are being hatched to harm the interests of the farmers besides derailing progress and prosperity of Punjab.
Making a scathing attack on those leaders who are welcoming the announcement of Prime Minister to repeal the laws, Channi said these
pseudo nationalist leaders are par t and parcel of these anti-Punjab conspiracies.
The Chief Minister questioned these leaders to explain the rationale behind merrymaking as there is hardly any reason to rejoice since
Punjab had lost more than 700 sons and daughters during the struggle.
He said those hailing the decision are suppor ting the atrocities meted out by the Union government to the agitating farmers, which was
undesirable and unwarranted.
Channi said it was shameful that for the sake of their vested political interests some political leaders are hell bent upon sacrificing the
interests of the state, especially the farmers.
The Chief Minister said that the announcement regarding repealing of black laws was baseless until and unless guarantee of minimum
suppor t price (MSP) for crops is not made.
He said the Union government must ensure that each and every grain of the farmers is lifted on MSP so that the exploitation of farmers
in hands of private players is avoided.
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FARM LAWS REPEAL: WHAT HAPPENS
TO THE REFORMS PROCESS?

O P I N I O N

NEW DELHI, (IANS) The sudden announcement on Friday by the Prime
Minister that the three contentious farm laws would be repealed has
set the cat amongst the pigeons with academics and intelligentsia
questioning the fate of reforms and the BJP denying there is no such
precedent.
The IANS-CVoter snap opinion poll conducted across India hours after
the announcement by the Prime Minister, says Modi's image and
political capital does not seem to have been dented. More than 52 per
cent of the respondents said he has taken the right decision.
In response to another opinion whether or not the repeal of farm laws
will encourage trade unions and their leaders to oppose changes to
labour laws, close to 43 per cent of respondents seemed to agree,
however, more than 25 per cent of the respondents could not express
any definitive opinion, which means they are uncer tain about labour
reforms.
Farmer and professor at Madras Institute of Development Studies
(MIDS), Prof S. Janakrajan termed it as a great victory for farmers
and said, "The government did it only because it was clear that it is
weak in western Uttar Pradesh. There are elections soon in Uttar
Pradesh and Punjab and hence this was announced."
Reminding that the farmers' agitation is not yet over, they are still
agitating for minimum suppor t price (MSP), "Government should
seriously think about it. The farming community is in great pain. Almost
80-85 per cent of the farmers are small land holding farmers. If they
are not assured MSP, they would resort to distress sale."
"These were the much needed reforms. Repeal of these laws is a
politically bad step," said Dr G.V. Ramanjaneyulu of Centre for
Sustainable Agriculture and said, the repeal of these laws may be
likened to a precedent but would have wide ranging implications. "It
will have an impact on other reforms, possibly now other laws for reforms
would be stalled... electricity for farmers, seed bills related etc."
A senior BJP leader, who did not wish to be quoted, said, "They cannot
be calling it a precedent setting decision! We do it only when needed.
Didn't we allow the land acquisition bill to lapse?"
BJP leader Nalin Kohli, however, denied any such thing. "It (the
announcement to repeal the three farm laws) is a statesman-like
announcement made on the auspicious occasion of Guru Purub. Why
would it be a precedent? There is no room to look at it from that
perspective. That would be a misreading of the PM's statesmanlike
approach," Kohli said.
The exper ts helped with the suggestions that the government can
look forward to in order to reign in the chaos. Ramanjaneyulu, for
instance, warned how few states would have serious problems unless
the Centre resor ts to rigorous change in the cropping pattern. "Some
of the equity issues would remain unsolved if the reforms are not
brought in. There are some states that receive huge subsidies and
also witness massive procurement. There are destructive agricultural

practices - such as excessive withdrawal of groundwater - that will
never get corrected," he said, pointing towards the situation in Punjab
and Haryana. Janakrajan suggested groundwater recharge as the
priority amongst the hard steps to bring in reforms. Almost 70 per

cent of India's irrigation is dependent on groundwater; he said adding,
"If there is not enough recharge of aquifers, the agriculture economy
will collapse. If farming becomes unviable, farmers will leave it (and
then) how will you feed the 130 crore Indians?"

THERE ARE ELECTIONS SOON IN UTTAR PRADESH AND PUNJAB AND HENCE THIS WAS ANNOUNCED."
REMINDING THAT THE FARMERS' AGITATION IS NOT YET OVER, THEY ARE STILL AGITATING FOR MINIMUM SUPPORT
PRICE (MSP), "GOVERNMENT SHOULD SERIOUSLY THINK ABOUT IT. THE FARMING COMMUNITY IS IN GREAT PAIN.
ALMOST 80-85 PER CENT OF THE FARMERS ARE SMALL LAND HOLDING FARMERS. IF THEY ARE NOT ASSURED MSP,
THEY WOULD RESORT TO DISTRESS SALE." "THESE WERE THE MUCH NEEDED REFORMS. REPEAL OF THESE LAWS IS A
POLITICALLY BAD STEP," SAID DR G.V. RAMANJANEYULU OF CENTRE FOR SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE AND SAID, THE
REPEAL OF THESE LAWS MAY BE LIKENED TO A PRECEDENT BUT WOULD HAVE WIDE RANGING IMPLICATIONS. "IT WILL
HAVE AN IMPACT ON OTHER REFORMS, POSSIBLY NOW OTHER LAWS FOR REFORMS WOULD BE STALLED... ELECTRICITY
FOR FARMERS, SEED BILLS RELATED ETC." A SENIOR BJP LEADER, WHO DID NOT WISH TO BE QUOTED, SAID, "THEY
CANNOT BE CALLING IT A PRECEDENT SETTING DECISION! WE DO IT ONLY WHEN NEEDED. DIDN'T WE ALLOW THE LAND
ACQUISITION BILL TO LAPSE?" BJP LEADER NALIN KOHLI, HOWEVER, DENIED ANY SUCH THING. "IT (THE ANNOUNCEMENT
TO REPEAL THE THREE FARM LAWS) IS A STATESMAN-LIKE ANNOUNCEMENT MADE ON THE AUSPICIOUS OCCASION OF
GURU PURUB. WHY WOULD IT BE A PRECEDENT? THERE IS NO ROOM TO LOOK AT IT FROM THAT PERSPECTIVE. THAT
WOULD BE A MISREADING OF THE PM'S STATESMANLIKE APPROACH," KOHLI SAID.

“

CONTD. FROM PAGE 1
The Indian Prime Minister has always put the nation's unity and integrity above all other considerations, and perhaps therefore chose not
to give any handle to vested interests, particularly Pakistan sponsored and funded elements, to create divisions and instability in Indian
society, and especially among Sikhs.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi graciously accepted that perhaps there had been shor tcomings in his government's attempts to explain
the benefits of the farm laws, which would free farmers to sell their produce to whomever they wished, to the protesting sections of
farmers. The farm laws, whose intention was to benefit the poorest and most vulnerable small farmers, who constitute the vast majority
of the agrarian population, had faced severe opposition from some groups of larger farmers in Punjab and Western Uttar Pradesh.
However, the Prime Minister, with commendable statesmanship, declared that he would not proceed with the laws in the face of such
opposition, and would work towards building a consensus.
That the Prime Minister chose the occasion of Guru Nanak Gurpurab to make the announcement is perhaps no coincidence, for he has
long been a champion of the Sikh community, beginning with his days as a grassroots level political worker, to his three-time stint as
Chief Minister of the state of Gujarat, and has continued to show the same compassion as the Prime Minister of the country.
It is this, together with Prime Minister Narendra Modi's focus on national security and unity, that, more than anything, have been
responsible for the sudden decision. The move has been attributed to electoral considerations because of the upcoming polls in the
states of Punjab and Uttar Pradesh, however, a deeper reading will reveal this to be a very super ficial interpretation. The protests were
already dissipating, and in any case, had little resonance outside cer tain areas of Punjab and Western Uttar Pradesh.
Electoral reverses are neither permanent nor all-impor tant, but the integrity of the nation and the fraternity of the people are.

REPEAL OF FARM LAWS - A BOLD MOVE
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PM TRUDEAU, US & MEXICO PRESIDENTS TACKLE IMMIGRATION,
SUPPLY CHAIN AT NORTH AMERICA LEADERS' SUMMIT

CONTD. FROM PAGE 1
While in Washington, the Prime Minister par ticipated in the North American
Leaders' Summit with the President of the United States of America, Joe
Biden, and the President of Mexico, Andrés Manuel López Obrador. At the
Summit, the leaders spoke about shared priorities, including finishing
the fight against COVID-19, getting the job done on vaccines, taking strong
climate action, and building an economic recovery that creates new jobs
and middle class growth. They agreed to work together to strengthen
medical supply chains and advocate for increased global vaccine
distribution, suppor t a Nor th American transition to zero-emission
vehicles, conserve 30 per cent of Nor th American land and waters by
2030, and increase opportunities for legal pathways for migrants to enter
our respective countries.
The Prime Minister met with President Biden separately to discuss
progress made on the Roadmap for a Renewed Canada-U.S. Par tnership,
agreed to by the two leaders in February. During the meeting, the leaders
committed to enhancing supply chain security by setting up a Canada-
U.S. supply chain working group. In addition, they also announced the
establishment of an Indo-Pacific strategic dialogue to coordinate shared
priorities. Finally, they agreed to develop a renewed vision for joint
management of the border applying lessons learned from the pandemic.
Canada and the U.S. also announced their intent to begin negotiations
toward a science, technology, and innovation agreement to position Canada
and the U.S. as leaders in the digital economy.
Prime Minister Trudeau also met with President López Obrador. The two
leaders reaffirmed the strong relationship between Canada and Mexico,

which is built on strong trade and investment relations, as well as shared
values and close people-to-people ties. They underscored the importance
of the economic relationship between our two countries, and discussed
the importance of an integrated Nor th American economy, and of the
Canada-United States-Mexico Agreement. Finally, they discussed the
commonality of our shared identity as nations with rich Indigenous heritage
and committed to exploring additional oppor tunities to cooperate in
advancing on the path of Truth and Reconciliation.
During his visit to Washington, the Prime Minister also met with the Vice
President of the United States, Kamala Harris, to discuss a range of
issues of mutual interest, including bilateral cooperation on democracy
and human rights, and a range of global challenges. In addition, he also
met with U.S. congressional leaders to discuss our close economic
relationship, and how we can work together to better secure supply chains
and increase trade opportunities.
To build back a better Canada from the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic,
we need to work with our North American par tners. Only together, can
we finish the fight against this virus, take strong climate action, create
new jobs and middle class growth, and tackle the many challenges of
today and tomorrow.
PM Trudeau said, "Strengthening our partnership with the United States
and Mexico will create new oppor tunities for economic growth for our
people and ensure Nor th America remains the most competitive region
in the world. Together we will finish the fight against COVID-19, get the
job done on vaccines, tackle the climate crisis, create new middle class
jobs, and build an economic recovery that works for everyone."

2 CHARGED WITH DRUG AND FIREARM
RELATED OFFENCES IN PEEL

 Investigators from the 21 Division Criminal Investigation Bureau have arrested
and charged two people with drug and firearm related offences. On Thursday,
November 18, 2021, officers from the 21 Division Criminal Investigation
Bureau and Tactical Unit executed a search warrant at a residence on Goreway
Drive in the City of Mississauga.
As a result, a loaded KAHR Arms P40 handgun and a quantity of drugs was
located and seized.
Arsalan Syed, a 29-year-old man from Mississauga, is charged with the
following offences:
* Unauthorized Possession of a Firearm
* Knowledge of Unauthorized Firearm in Motor Vehicle
* Possession of Loaded Prohibited or Restricted Firearm
* Possession of Firearm with Altered Serial Number
* Possession for the Purpose of Trafficking
Reshma Harrypaul, a 32-year-old female from Mississauga, is charged with
the following offences:
* Unauthorized Possession of a Firearm
* Possession of Loaded Prohibited or Restricted Firearm
* Possession of Firearm with Altered Serial Number
* Possession for the Purpose of Trafficking
Arsalan Syed was held for a bail hearing and attended the Ontario Court of
Justice in Brampton. Reshma Harrypaul was released and will appear at the
Ontario Court of Justice in Brampton at a later date.
Anyone with information on this incident is asked to contact investigators
with the 21 Division Criminal Investigation Bureauat (905)453-2121 ext. 2133.
Anonymous information may also be submitted by calling Peel Crime Stoppers
at 1-800-222-TIPS (8477), by visiting peelcrimestoppers.ca.

CONTD. FROM PAGE 1
She is seen taking a short road trip in the Escape from Toronto to her childhood
home in London, Ontario. The family reunion adds an element of emotional
connection that every human can feel during these times. This didactic video
teaches us how one yearns for family love, and it becomes imperative to meet the
old-aged parents and share joys with them. According to Ethnicity Matters’
spokesperson, “It was an extraordinary privilege to be able to work on this project.
Due to the pandemic, many families have had to endure the pain of separation from
their loved ones, particularly senior parents, even if they live close by. This year
Diwali was much more than just a festival of rituals and customs. It was an
opportunity to connect in person with our loved ones. It was great to have
Ford Canada trust us to tell a moving story around Diwali, featuring Ford Escape.”
Even though the video centers around the South-Asian community, its message is
universal and transcends cultures. The emotion of seeing one’s family after a long
time connects with everyone and provides a feeling of nostalgia. Ethnicity Matters’
spokesperson believes a typical car adver tising is all about best deals and
car features. However, this story helps connect with the South Asian
community and directly touches their hearts, making it memorable.

THERE IS NO ESCAPE LIKE HOME: FORD
CELEBRATES DIWALI

COVID-19 VACCINES AVAILABLE FOR PEEL’S YOUNGEST SUPERHEROES
Peel Region is excited to inform residents they can start booking appointments for children aged five to 11 years.
Residents must use the provincial booking system to book their appointments. Appointments will be loaded into the system on Tuesday and Wednesday,
starting on Friday, November 26 in Peel’s public clinics and continuing to January 9. More appointments will be made available regularly, so residents
are encouraged to check frequently.
Please note that walk-ins for children aged five to 11 will not be available.
Clinics will remain open until 8:30 pm. This will allow residents to book an after-school appointment and still get their little heroes to bed on time.
Every clinic will be able to administer vaccine to children aged five to 11, and consideration will be given to ensure the clinic environment makes children
and families feel safe and comfortable.
As vaccine supply quickly expands across Peel, more than 62,000 total doses will be available for children at all Peel locations, including fixed clinics,
school clinics, pharmacies, primary care and community clinics between November 26 and January 9, 2022.
In addition, the vaccine system across Peel is expanding with more than 180,000 doses available for residents eligible for booster and third doses, and
those seeking their first or second dose.
Preparing your children for vaccination can spark concerns and questions for parents, care givers and children themselves. Peel has resources to help
navigate these feelings. Check our website peeregion.ca/coronavirus for more information or follow us on @regionofpeel on social media.  “As a parent
of children in this age group myself, I am thankful that we can finally offer protection to our youngest superheroes of this pandemic.  Protecting our children
with vaccine is about increasing confidence; confidence that their individual risk of rare but severe outcomes is greatly diminished, confidence that in
person learning can be maintained, and confidence in ensuring that gatherings with family and friends are just a little bit safer.  Each child that access
protection for themselves also helps us draw closer to making this disease less novel for all of us. I could not be prouder and I thank them for being true
heroes,” Dr. Lawrence Loh, Medical Officer of Health, Region of Peel said. The Region of Peel works with residents and partners to create a healthy, safe
and connected Community for Life for approximately 1.5 million people and over 175,000 businesses in the cities of Brampton and Mississauga and the
Town of Caledon. Peel’s services touch the lives of residents every day. For more information about the Region of Peel, explore peelregion.ca and follow
us on Twitter @regionofpeel and Instagram @peelregion.ca.

STATISTICS CANADA SAYS ANNUAL
INFLATION UP TO 4.7% IN OCTOBER

Canada's annual inflation rose to 4.7 per cent in October 2021 from
4.4 per cent in September, according to Statistics Canada.
It was the largest year-over-year rise since February 2003 because
of snarls in supply chains, bumps in prices at the pump and
comparisons to lows seen in 2020.
All eight components that the data agency tracks were higher, but the
increase was led by higher transpor tation costs, which went up by
more than 10 per cent in 2020, Xinhua news agency repor ted.
The increase in consumer prices for transpor tation was primarily
driven by a 25.5 per cent rise in energy prices.
The gasoline prices rose 41.7 per cent in the country in October
compared with the same month of 2020. Excluding energy prices, the
consumer price index (CPI) was up 3.3 per cent in September
compared with October 2020.
Food prices continued to creep higher, too. Meat prices rose by almost
10 per cent, on average, with bacon, in par ticular, going up at more
than twice that rate.
October's inflation marked a new pandemic-era high for the CPI, which
came in above the Bank of Canada's target range of between one and
three per cent for the seventh consecutive month.
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ONTARIO EXPANDS ELIGIBILITY FOR THIRD DOSES OF
COVID-19 VACCINE TO SOME SELECT GROUPS

TORONTO — Following Health Canada’s approval of the paediatric
Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine, children aged five to 11 will be eligible to
book their appointment to receive the vaccine beginning Tuesday,
November 23, 2021. Approximately one million children aged five to
11 are eligible to receive the vaccine which will help protect Ontario’s
progress in the fight against COVID-19 and keep the province’s schools
safer and open for in-person learning as more people move indoors
and attend family gatherings during the colder months this winter.
“The approval of the Pfizer vaccine for children aged five to 11 is
exciting news for families and represents a bright light at the end of
the tunnel,” said Christine Elliott, Deputy Premier and Minister of
Health. “Offering the protection of the vaccine to children aged five to
11 is a significant milestone in Ontario’s fight against COVID-19 in
advance of the holiday season. We continue to encourage all Ontarians
to roll up their sleeves and get vaccinated to protect themselves, their
families and their communities.”
As of 8:00 a.m. on Tuesday, November 23, 2021, children aged five to
11 across Ontario will be eligible to schedule a COVID-19 vaccine
appointment through a variety of channels including the COVID-19
vaccination por tal and contact centre, directly through public health
units using their own booking system, par ticipating pharmacies which
individuals can find on Ontario’s website using the pharmacy locator,
and select primary care providers.
To book an appointment online, children must be turning five years
old by the end of 2021 (born in 2016).
Ontario is expected to receive 1,076,000 doses of the paediatric Pfizer
COVID-19 vaccine from the federal government, which will then be

immediately distributed to public health units, pharmacies, and pri-
mary care settings across the province. Appointments across the
province are expected to begin as early as November 25 when the
federal supply arrives at vaccine clinics across the province.
“Receiving vaccine approval for children aged five to 11 is another
critical milestone in our vaccination effor ts,” said Solicitor General
Sylvia Jones. “Across the province, Ontarians have rolled up their
sleeves to get vaccinated to stop the spread of COVID-19 and now
parents can take comfor t in knowing their children will also have the
oppor tunity to be protected.”
“Increasing vaccine rates will help to fur ther minimize disruption and
keep students learning in a more normal in-class experience,” said
Stephen Lecce, Minister of Education. “As a result of widespread ven-
tilation improvements, increasing investments, and comprehensive
testing options, Ontario has one of the lowest case rates for youth
under 20 in Canada.”
In addition, the province, in conjunction with Health Canada’s First
Nations and Inuit Health Branch, has launched Operation Remote
Immunity 3.0 (ORI 3.0) to suppor t the administration of COVID-19
vaccines for children aged five to 11 in Nor thern and Remote First
Nation communities, as well as booster doses to eligible popula-
tions. ORI 3.0 will run until March 2022.
“Keeping a low rate of infection in our communities is vital to keeping
our schools, our businesses and our social settings as safe as pos-
sible while minimizing disruption,” said Dr. Kieran Moore, Chief Medi-
cal Officer of Health. “The paediatric Pfizer vaccine offered to chil-
dren aged five to 11 will be a lower dose that is safe and effective at
protecting this age group from COVID-19 and the Delta variant. I strongly
encourage every parent and caregiver to get their younger children
vaccinated and protected.”
Achieving the highest vaccination rates possible is key to limiting the
risk of transmission and protecting our hard-fought progress against
COVID-19. Together with its partners the government continues its
Last Mile Strategy to administer thousands of first and second doses
to adults and youth already eligible for their shot as we also continue
to provide booster doses to nearly three million eligible Ontarians.
“The COVID-19 vaccine has been proven to be very effective at pre-
venting severe disease and hospitalization in adults – and now clini-
cal trial data suggest that the same appears to be true for young
school-aged children. I and many other Ontario parents are feeling
lucky that we have the oppor tunity to get our children immunized,
thereby taking another step to prevent COVID-19 spread within our
households and communities,” Dr. Jeff Pernica, Ontario Immuniza-
tion Advisory Council (OIAC) & Associate Professor, McMaster said.

Almost 45% Canadians To Ditch Social Distancing At Holiday Parties: Leger Poll

CANADA TO ALLOW ENTRY OF TRAVELLERS
FULLY VACCINATED WITH SINOPHARM,

SINOVAC, COVAXIN

OTTAWA, (IANS) Travellers who are fully vaccinated with the shots from
Sinopharm, Sinovac and Covaxin will be allowed to enter Canada starting
November 30, the Canadian government said.
Currently, Canada only accepts travellers who have received the vaccines,
including Pfizer, Moderna, AstraZeneca and Johnson and Johnson. Also start-
ing November 30, people leaving Canada by land or by air for less than 72
hours will no longer be required to provide proof of a negative molecular test
to re-enter the country, Xinhua news agency reported.
This change applies only to Canadians, permanent residents and individuals
registered under the Indian Act, as well as accompanying children under 12,
and individuals with medical contraindications to vaccination. Additionally,
starting January 15, certain groups of travellers, who are currently exempt
from entry requirements, will only be allowed to enter Canada if they are fully
vaccinated. Those groups include individuals travelling to reunite with fam-
ily, international students, professional and amateur athletes, individuals
with a valid work permit and other essential service workers including truck
drivers. "With more Canadians getting vaccinated every day, we can move
forward cautiously toward a more open border economy and society," said
Health Minister Jean-Yves Duclos. "At the same time, we can't let our guard
down." To date, the country has reported a total of 1.78 cases with 29,481
deaths, according to the Canadian government.

COVID-19 EXPOSURE: PEEL ADVISING
RESIDENTS WHO ATTENDED A FUNERAL AT NEW

LIFE COVENANT CENTRE IN MISSISSAUGA ON
NOVEMBER 13 TO SEEK IMMEDIATE TESTING

Peel Public Health is advising anyone who attended a funeral at New
Life Covenant Centre located at 7050 Bramalea Rd, Mississauga, ON
L5S 1S9 on November 13th to seek immediate PCR testing. All guests
should get tested immediately and self-isolate while awaiting re-
sults, regardless of vaccination status. Individuals who refuse test-
ing must self-isolate for 20 days. For attendees that initially tested
with a Rapid Antigen Test or other points of care test, Peel Public
Health is asking them to be re-tested with a PCR test.
Everyone seeking testing because of the exposure should give testers
the following outbreak number: 2253-2021-50639
Testing locations can be found by Googling “COVID testing near me”
with location services enabled.
Information on how to self-isolate can be found on the Coronavirus
self-isolation page. Failure to comply with self-isolation can result in
fines under the Section 22 Class Order.

ONTARIO SENDING STUDENTS HOME WITH RAPID
COVID-19 ANTIGEN TESTS FOR WINTER BREAK
Additional Testing Options, Resources and New Safety Protocols Will Help
Protect our Progress and Keep Schools Safer as Students Return to Normal
Timetabling. The Ontario government is enhancing COVID-19 testing by ex-
panding the number of testing locations and making it more convenient to
access publicly funded testing for those who need it. These new testing
options are being deployed as more people head indoors and attend family
gatherings during the colder winter months. “While vaccination remains the
best way to protect against COVID-19, testing remains a key part of our
pandemic response by detecting cases earlier and providing an additional
layer of safety,” said Christine Elliott, Deputy Premier and Minister of Health.
“As we head into the colder months we are enhancing our testing strategy to
ensure that every Ontarian, regardless of where they live, can access testing
closer to home when they need it and get a test result as quickly as possible.”

In Canada and the United States, the holidays are less than a month away, meaning that many Canadians and Americans have already star ted
(or will soon star t) planning their 2021 holiday celebrations
When it comes to the 2021 holiday season:
26% of Canadians and 30% of Americans plan to go back to the holiday celebrations they would have had pre-COVID-19
37% of Canadians and 26% of Americans plan to celebrate more than last year with friends and family, but not as much as pre-COVID-19.
27% of Canadians and 28% of Americans do not plan to celebrate any more than last year
When thinking about planning their holiday celebrations, Americans are more likely than Canadians to say they would:
Invite a family member/friend into their home if they knew that person was not vaccinated (35% of Canadians, 54% of Americans)
Accept a family member/friend’s invitation to a par ty if they knew unvaccinated people would be present (32% of Canadians, 47% of Americans)
45% of Canadians and 50% of Americans plan to let go of social distancing during their holiday gatherings and greet others with a handshake,
hug or kiss.
METHODOLOGY
This web survey was conducted from November 19 to November 21, 2021, with 1,547 Canadians and 1,001 Americans, 18 years of age or older,
randomly recruited from LEO’s online panel.
For comparison, a probability sample of 1,547 respondents would have a margin of error of ±2.49%, 19 times out of 20, while a probability
sample of 1,001 would have a margin of error of ±3.09%, 19 times out of 20.

PEEL PUBLIC HEALTH ADVISES RESIDENTS TO
GET THEIR ANNUAL FLU SHOT

Peel Public Health advises residents to get their annual flu shot this
November to help protect against influenza.
All residents can make an appointment to get their free flu shot at the
following locations:
Family doctors’ offices and walk-in clinics for adults and children
over 6 months of age.
Participating pharmacies for adults and children aged 2 and over.
Individuals without a health card can get a flu shot from a community
health centre or at a pharmacy.
As well, cer tain doctors’ offices, walk-in clinics and par ticipating
pharmacies may offer the option of co-administrating the flu shot and
COVID-19 vaccine. Residents are encouraged to speak to their health
care professional regarding co-administration and to enquire if this
option is appropriate for them. Please note that Peel Public Health
COVID-19 vaccination clinics will not be offering the flu shot.
To help reduce the risk of contracting or spreading the flu:
Wash your hands often and try not to touch your face.
Stay home if you are sick.
Disinfect surfaces like counter tops, door handles, computer key-
boards and phones. The flu virus can live on hard surfaces like these
for up to 48 hours.
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CONG TO IMPLEMENT 'ONE MAN ONE
POST' FORMULA IN PARTY SOON

BJP LEADERSHIP GIVES 'MANTRAS' TO
DELHI UNIT TO WIN NEXT YEAR'S

MUNICIPAL POLLS

NEW DELHI, (IANS) The BJP central leadership has given 'mantras' to
the par ty unit in the national capital to win next year's municipal polls
for four th consecutive terms.
Addressing a state executive of the Delhi BJP on Monday, senior
par ty leaders asked the state unit to start the campaign with a posi-
tive note, end differences and hit the ground. The tickets will be de-
cided on survey reports, and also asked its leaders to reach out to the
old cadre. It is learnt that while addressing the Delhi state executive
meet par ty, BJP national General Secretary (Organisation) B.L.
Santhosh asked the leaders to star t the campaign with a positive note
as negative campaigns give advantage to the opposition parties.
"Santhosh said that our workers should only talk about positive things
about the corporations and our government at the Centre. He categori-
cally said there should be no negative talks. He explained that nega-
tive talks give advantage to rivals," a Delhi BJP leader said.
The BJP national vice president and Delhi in-charge Baijayant Jay
Panda has said that in ensuing corporations' polls it is the people who
will decide as to who will get a ticket. "Those who desire tickets
should stop doing 'Ganesh parikrama' (doing rounds of senior lead-
ers) and rather go and work amidst the people. The one who people
would want, with a clean image and winability factor will get the
ticket," Panda said. A par ty office-bearer present in the meeting said
that Panda's message was loud and clear that tickets will be decided
on the findings of the survey repor ts.

AFTER RESHUFFLE, RAJASTHAN CONG
LEADERS LOBBY FOR PARTY POSTS

NEW DELHI, (IANS) After the cabinet reshuffle in Rajasthan, the Con-
gress leaders are now lobbying for the organisational posts and eye-
ing vacancies in boards and corporations for their suppor ters.
The Congress leaders of the state are making rounds to Delhi to meet
State in-charge Ajay Maken and General Secretary organisation K.C.
Venugopal. After the cabinet reshuffle, the state unit is also likely to
undergo a rejig, and ahead of that state par ty chief Govind Singh
Dotasra will meet the par ty in-charge on Tuesday in Delhi. The aim of
the meeting is to accommodate all factions within the par ty.
On Sunday, Rajasthan Chief Minister Ashok Gehlot inducted 15 new
ministers to his council -- 11 cabinet and four state ministers.
Six MLAs, including three Independents, were appointed as advisors
to Chief Minister Ashok Gehlot after the cabinet reshuffle.
The MLAs are Dr Jitendra Singh, Dr Rajkumar Sharma, Danish Abrar
and three Independents -- Sanyam Lodha, Babulal Nagar and Ramkesh
Meena. But Independent MLA Ramkesh Meena, the newly-appointed
advisor to Rajasthan Chief Minister Ashok Gehlot, on Monday launched
a scathing attack on former Deputy Chief Minister Sachin Pilot, say-
ing that the Congress will suffer in Rajasthan because of Pilot. This
indicates that all is still not well within the par ty and the Congress
needs more fine tuning in the state. The Pilot camp had objected to the
induction of Independent MLAs into the cabinet. During the political
crisis in Rajasthan last year, 13 Independent MLAs stood by Gehlot
and saved the government. However, none of them have found a place
in the Cabinet. Gehlot had recently said that the cooperation of these
MLAs can never be forgotten. However, now there seems to be disap-
pointment among them, as they have been left out of the state Cabinet.

RULERS SHOULD INTROSPECT EVERYDAY
IF DECISIONS TAKEN ARE GOOD: CHIEF

JUSTICE OF INDIA
NEW DELHI, (IANS) Chief Justice of India
N.V. Ramana on Monday said the rulers
should introspect everyday whether the
decisions taken by them are good and
also check if they have any bad charac-
teristics. He emphasized that in a democ-
racy people are ultimate lords and the
decisions of the dispensation should
benefit them. Justice Ramana said this
while delivering the 40th convocation address of the Andhra Pradesh-
based Sri Sathya Sai Institute for Higher Learning. Citing ancient scrip-
tures Mahabharat and Ramayana, Justice Ramana said there are 14
bad qualities of rulers which they should avoid. He said: "All the
rulers in the democratic set-up, before beginning their routine work,
should introspect whether they have any bad characteristics. There
is need to offer just administration and it should be according to
people's needs". After making a speech in English, the Chief Justice
addressed the audience in Telugu. Justice Ramana added that the
people are the ultimate lords in democracy and whatever decision
has been taken by the dispensation should benefit them. He fur ther
added it was his desire that all the systems should be independent
(within the country) and also honest, with an aim to serve the people,
which was also said by Sathya Sai Baba. In the English par t of the
address, Justice Ramana said the modern education system tends to
focus only on the 'utilitarian' function of education and it is not equipped
to deal with the moral and spiritual function which builds the charac-
ter of the students. He said: "Unfor tunately, the modern education system
tends to focus only on the 'utilitarian' function of education. Such a system is not
equipped to deal with the 'moral' or 'spiritual' function of education which builds the
character of our students and allows them to develop a social con-
sciousness and a sense of responsibility."

UP tops nation in air connectivity; 5 int'l airports 1st for any state
LUCKNOW, (IANS) Uttar Pradesh has achieved yet another record in
its relentless march towards having world-class connectivity and
infrastructure in a shor t period of less than five years. With the ground-
breaking and foundation-laying ceremony for the Noida International
Airpor t scheduled on November 25, the state is now on way to having
five international airports -- the highest for any state in India.
In perspective, the state had only two international airpor ts since
2012 when Varanasi got this distinction after Lucknow. The interna-
tional airpor t at Kushinagar became operational after it was inaugu-
rated by Prime Minister Narendra Modi on October 20, 2021, while
work on the international airpor t in Ayodhya is on full swing and air
services are expected to star t early next year. The fifth international
airpor t is to come up at Jewar near Noida in the National Capital
Region (NCR).
At present, Uttar Pradesh has 8 operational airports, while 13 airpor ts
and 7 airstrips are being developed. The operational airpor ts handling
commercial flights in Uttar Pradesh are Lucknow, Varanasi, Kushinagar,
Gorakhpur, Agra, Kanpur, Prayagraj and Hindon (Ghaziabad).
The unique distinction of Uttar Pradesh in providing unmatched air
connectivity in the country is in keeping with the Government's com-
mitment to ensure uninterrupted multi-modal connectivity on land,
railways, water and air. The ambitious Prime Minister's GatiShakti
National Master Plan has infused a sense of urgency into the plans for
infrastructure development in the state.
The Noida International Airpor t (NIA) being constructed near the town

of Jewar in Gautam Buddh Nagar in the NCR region in Uttar Pradesh
will be India's largest airpor t after its completion. Its location is about
72 km from the existing IGI airport in New Delhi, 40 km from Noida
and about 40 km from the multi-modal logistics hub at Dadri.
It will have excellent multi-modal connectivity as it is close to the
existing Yamuna Expressway (Greater Noida to Agra), close to East-
ern Peripheral Expressway and it will have link with Delhi-Mumbai
Expressway at Ballabhgarh, Khurja-Jewar NH 91, link to dedicated
freight corridor, Metro Extension from Noida to NIA and link with the
proposed High Speed Rail (Delhi-Varanasi) at airpor t terminal.
* The phase I of the airpor t will have a capacity to serve 12 million
passengers a year and is scheduled to be completed in 36 months.
* In each phase, the airpor t will expand to serve 70 million passen-
gers by the end of phase 4, subject to passenger growth and traffic.
The Kushinagar airpor t inaugurated by the Prime Minister Narendra
Modi on October 20 is located 47 km from Gorakhpur. Kushinagar is
an impor tant place for Buddhist pilgrims from all over the world as it
is believed that Gautam Buddha had attained Nirvana here more than
2,500 years ago. It provides connectivity to many places of Buddhist
pilgrimage such as Lumbini in Rupandehi District of Nepal; Sarnath
in Varanasi, Shravasti near Bahraich, and Bodhgaya, Rajgir and
Vaishali in Bihar. The air connectivity of both eastern and western
Uttar Pradesh will improve manifold with the Kushinagar airpor t and
proposed NIA. It will truly be a momentous achievement for a state
that is on way to be a leader in the nation's march towards progress.

NEW DELHI, (IANS) The Congress is gearing up to implement the 'one
man one post' scheme soon as the par ty has decided that no one will
get dual assignments.
The idea behind implementing this formula is to accommodate more
people in the organisation, and in the government.
The Congress' reforms may star t from Madhya Pradesh where former
chief minister Kamal Nath is holding the dual office of state President
and the leader of the legislative party.
On Monday, Kamal Nath met Congress chief Sonia Gandhi along with
state in-charge Mukul Wasnik. After the meeting, he said he will abide
by whichever role the party decides for him.
The Congress star ted the process from Jharkhand when it removed
Rameshwar Oraon as state president, and in Maharashtra, Balasahab
Thorat was replaced by Nana Patole as Thorat was a minister in the
state cabinet. In Rajasthan, three people who quit ministerial posi-
tions were appointed in the AICC.
The Congress is pushing the reform within the par ty despite pressure
from the senior leaders and giving more chances to the younger lot in
the party, and the government. Currently, Congress floor leader Adhir

Ranjan Chowdhury is holding the post of president of the West Bengal
Congress unit while Randeep Surjewala is General Secretary in-charge
of Karnataka and Communication.
BC Das is in-charge, Manipur and Bihar. There are several other lead-
ers in the par ty holding dual posts.
The process will be implemented at the AICC level too where the in-
charges holding dual post or having assignment of two states may
have to shed one responsibility as the Congress is trying to accom-
modate more people within the par ty.
The Congress has given the par ty leadership in Kerala to younger
individuals despite resistance from seniors like Oommen Chandy
and Ramesh Chennithala.
Also, the state president in Assam was changed but the par ty is yet to
decide on the leadership issue in Bihar and Gujarat where the state
leaders have resisted any move to appoint younger leaders by ignor-
ing the veterans.
The Gujarat leaders have already made this clear to state in-charge
Raghu Sharma, while a proposal to appoint a new state president in
Bihar is pending with the par ty leadership.

SC GRANTS PROTECTION FROM ARREST TO PARAM BIR SINGH
NEW DELHI, (IANS) The Supreme Cour t on Monday granted protection from arrest to
former Mumbai Police Commissioner Param Bir Singh in cases against him in
Maharashtra, and directed him to join the investigation.
A bench headed by Justice Sanjay Kishan Kaul said: "Wonder what will happen to a
common man. Matter has become curiouser and curiouser...first the home minister
and then the police commissioner..." Senior advocate Puneet Bali, representing Singh,
told the top cour t that his client is very much in the country and added that the
moment his client touches Maharashtra, there is threat to his life. The bench told the
lawyer that "if you say your client faces threat to life from the Mumbai Police, then
what is the hope for other people." Bali submitted that FIRs against his client were
lodged by bookies, extor tionists, etc., against whom he had taken action. Bali urged the top cour t to allow Singh to appear before any
officer of the cour t of the CBI. He emphasized that his client is in India, but apprehends action would be taken by the Maharashtra
government against him, and the prayer before the Bombay High Cour t was to direct the matter to CBI.
After hearing detailed arguments, the top cour t said the only question to be examined is that the CBI is already looking into the matter and
could the other aspects be entrusted to the CBI. The bench added that the stand of the CBI and state government is not known, as the
petition was decided preliminarily. "Notice issued to respondents, returnable on December 6...the petitioner shall join the investigation,
but shall not be arrested," said the top cour t. On November 18, the Supreme Cour t asked Singh's counsel to disclose which par t of the
world or the country he is in, and without these details, the court would not enter tain his plea seeking protection.
The top cour t had told Bali, representing Singh, "where are you... within the country or outside. First, I want to know where are you." Bali
replied that his client's whereabouts would be known to the counsel-on-record.

Bill to ban all cryptocurrencies to be tabled in Winter Session of Indian Parliament
NEW DELHI, (IANS) The Union government will move a Bill that seeks to prohibit all private cryptocurrencies in India in the Winter
Session of Parliament star ting November 29.
It will be called The Cryptocurrency and Regulation of Official Digital Currency Bill, 2021. However, it allows for cer tain exceptions to
promote the underlying technology of cryptocurrency and its usage.
The government’s objective is “to create a facilitative framework for the creation of the official digital currency to be issued by the
Reserve Bank of India”. The Bill has been listed for introduction, consideration and passing in the Lok Sabha. It is among 26 new Bills,
which are to be introduced in the Parliament session beginning November 29. Prime Minister Narendra Modi had earlier said that all
democratic countries need to work together on cryptocurrency and ensure that it does not end up in the wrong hands. Giving an example
of the vir tual currency, he had said, “Take cryptocurrency or Bitcoin for example. It is impor tant that all nations work together on this and
ensure it does not end up in the wrong hands, which can spoil our youth.” Several high meetings have been held to discuss the regulation
of cryptocurrencies. The Parliamentary Standing Committee had also called for the regulation.
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PAKISTAN MUST END ABHORRENT USE OF ENFORCED
DISAPPEARANCE: AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL

US RUNNING OUT OF TIME TO LIMIT
DANGEROUS COVID SURGE: DR. FAUCI

NEW DELHI, (IANS) Pakistani authorities must end their abhorrent use of
enforced disappearance, said Amnesty International detailing the prac-
tices devastating impact on the families of those who have gone miss-
ing. The repor t documents how enforced disappearance, a crime under
international law in which state agents deny holding an individual or
refuse to provide information on their fate or whereabouts, not only vio-
lates the human rights of the individuals who are disappeared, but also
impacts affected families' mental and physical health, financial status,
and security, as well as leading to stigma and social isolation.
Although cases have been documented as far back as the mid-1980s, the
practice has been routinely used by Pakistan's intelligence services since
the inception of the so-called "War on Terror" in 2001, to target human
rights defenders, political activists, students, and journalists, with the
fate of hundreds of victims still unknown. A proposed amendment to
outlaw enforced disappearance has been mired in the legislative pro-
cess for more than two and a half years and the current iteration does not
conform with international human rights law and best practices. "En-
forced disappearance is a cruel practice that has caused indelible pain to
hundreds of families in Pakistan over the past two decades. On top of the
untold anguish of losing a loved one and having no idea of their where-
abouts or safety, families endure other long-term effects including ill-
health and financial problems," said Rehab Mahamoor, Amnesty
International's Acting South Asia Researcher. "It's a punishment without end that
Pakistan's authorities must consign to history. As well as expediting the
criminalization of enforced disappearance through legislation in line with interna-

tional human rights law, the authorities must immediately disclose the fate and
whereabouts of all victims to their families and release those still being held."
Amnesty International spoke to the family members of 10 people whose fate
remains unknown after they were abducted by Pakistan's security services. Each
of them described resultant stress-related health issues including high blood pres-
sure, cardiac conditions, and gastro-intestinal illnesses. Affected families also
suffer financial consequences, as the disappeared are invariably the main bread-
winner. In three cases documented by Amnesty International, the children of those
disappeared had been forced to drop out of school due to the loss of family
income or stigma. Sultan Mahmood, whose two brothers were abducted
in 2014 and 2021 respectively, told Amnesty International that losing two
sources of family income, combined with the legal costs of trying to
secure the return of his brothers, had left him in debt of 2.5 million PKR
($15,000), forcing him to sell all of his assets, including his home. In
another case, the younger sister of Sammi Baloch, a prominent activist
against enforced disappearance whose father was disappeared by the
authorities in 2009, was prevented from sitting exams at a college in
Balochistan managed by the army, after officials became aware who she
was related to. The families of those forcibly disappeared often face an impossible
choice between staying silent in the aftermath of an abduction or risking the loss of
their loved one forever. Intimidation and harassment from the authorities can follow
them for years after a disappearance has taken place and sometimes continues
after the person is returned. This can be in the form of heavy-handed surveil-
lance, threatening calls from blocked numbers and even phishing at-
tacks on personal devices.

WASHINGTON, (IANS) With the holiday season approaching in the
US, the country is running out of time to prevent the "dangerous" new
surge of Covid-19 cases, warned chief medical adviser Anthony Fauci,
even as he asked the fully vaccinated to ditch masks.
The US is seeing a fresh surge in Covid infections, with cases ap-
proaching 100,000 per day for the first time in weeks.
Exper ts fear that the Thanksgiving holiday this week, when millions
of Americans will gather for indoor celebrations with family and friends,
will fuel a fur ther surge, the Guardian repor ted.
Fauci, director of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Dis-
eases, said it was not too late to avoid a significant worsening of
Covid rates leading up to Christmas and New Year. If adults get fully
vaccinated as well as take booster shots, and also vaccinate children
aged five to 11, it may help to subdue the virus.
"We still have about 60 million people in this country who are eligible
to be vaccinated who have not been, and that results in the dynamic of
virus in the community that not only is dangerous and makes people
who are unvaccinated vulnerable, but it also spills over into the vac-
cinated people," Fauci was quoted as saying on CNN on Sunday.
"We have a lot of virus circulating around. You can't walk away from
the data, and the data show that the cases are star ting to go up, which
is not unexpected when you get into a winter season. People start to
go indoors more and we know that immunity does wane over time.

RELATIVES HOLD PORTRAITS OF DISAPPEARED FAMILY MEMBERS DURING A PROTEST IN KARACHI ON AUGUST 30.

CONTD. FROM PAGE 1
The Pakistan Opposition thought Prime Minister Imran Khan had lost the
confidence of his members and the allies in the National Assembly and
the Senate. However, he passed through this storm comfor tably, the
repor t said. Last week, the government was defeated twice in the National
Assembly and it had to put off the joint sitting of parliament within 24 hours of its
summoning, as the allies had distanced themselves from the government. The
Opposition was hoping, once again, the government would not be able to complete
the numbers and would, ultimately, fail to pass the legislation for changing the
voting system. They had believed that they would have the chance to stop the
government just the way they did a week ago. However, when the votes were
counted, the opposition found that its seven members were absent for varying
reasons - ranging from health issues to foreign visits, the report said. The
Opposition had been putting up brave face ahead of the joint session of
parliament but Wednesday belonged to the treasury. The joint sitting passed
all the required bills, including the two key ones, which deal with holding
the next elections via electronic voting machines and allowing overseas
Pakistanis the right to vote in the future elections.

WILL IMRAN KHAN GOVERNMENT SURVIVE?
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